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Assets 
It is thermo-regulator with its exhaust chimney and its 
water filling plate


It is nomadic, this cover can be used on any standard 
cooking pot of inner 18cm diameter ((7’’1/16) to benefit 
from its regulatory principles


It is multifunction, allows you to cook small meals on 
the side - can be used for presentation dish


Specifications  

(cork stopper provided) 
Capacity : 200ml

Dimensions : 20.5cm (8’’) diameter, 11cm (4’’1/4) ht

Compatibility : 

• Rudimenterre Cuicui and bain-marie

• any standard pot of inner 18cm (7’’1/8) diameter


Complementary 
« Double-faced sign », a double-sided flat cover 
21cm (8’’1/4) diameter. You can identify the content with chalk 
by writing directly on the exterior. When it is time to serve, 
turned over, the lid turns into a plate !


Carrot stopper in ceramic 
for container and lid chimney

The lid :

Simple 
Healthy 
Gourmand 
Smart 
Nomadic 
Sustainable 
Ergonomic 

Assets  
It is simple : cut and simply drop your favourite 
ingredients in the container


It is cleverly stackable : it allows you to cook several 
separate preparations simultaneously. Identify the content 
by using chalk directly on the rough clay exterior


It is gourmand : it preserves liquids and juices to create 
delicious broths, stews, sauces, soups …


It is nomadic and user-friendly : it can be steamed in a 
pot of water, in a traditional oven and be served directly 
at the table


It is healthy and natural for gentle and healthy cooking 
and reheating, thanks to the natural properties of porous 
clay. It keeps food warm for a very long time out of the 
fire and does not dry out


It is easy to maintain : with the enamel on the inside, 
food does not stick


It is sustainable : locally made in Montreal from natural 
clay from Quebec


It is ergonomic and modular, it optimizes space with its 
3 functions in 1 (steaming pot, baking dish & presentation 
plate)


Specifications 

Capacity : 1400 ml

Dimensions :

19.4 cm (7’’ 5/8) diameter, 9.5cm (3’’3/4) ht

Compatibility /stackable with : 
• another Rudimenterre Cuicui or bain-marie

• Rudimenterre lid with chimney (left picture)

• Rudimenterre « Double-faced sign» flat cover (left picture)

• any standard stainless steel pots of inner 18cm (7’’1/8) 

diameter

• bamboo baskets of 20cm diameter (7’’7/8)


Complementary 
Cuicui’s cousin, the « bain-marie » 

Is a lower container without the interior central chimney, made 
for a gentler cooking or reheating in a bain-marie mode only.

19.4cm (7’’5/8) diameter, 7cm (2’’3/4) ht



                                                                                                                     

PURCHASE OPTIONS 
Kits choice 
Explorer (4 pieces)

Nomadic (7 pieces)

Adventurer (6 pieces)

Pragmatic (8 pieces)

Gourmet (9 pieces)

Bread oven (2 pieces)


Separate elements 
container with chimney

container bain-marie

lid with chimney

double-sided flat cover « Double-Faced Sign »

carrot stopper in ceramic

The CUICUI is a rural instrument for modern cooking. 
User-friendly, healthy and dynamic, it allows to simply 
compose delicious meals on your own or with friends. 
The Cuicui is multifunctional : you can use it placed 
on a standard stockpot of boiling water, in a 
traditional oven or directly at the table.


3 functions : 

Steaming function  
The container with an interior chimney is placed over 
a stockpot of boiling water. It allows you to cook or 
reheat all types of food by using a simple steaming 
process : the steam rises through a central chimney, 
enters the interior of the Cuicui and remains there, 
retained by the lid.

Unlike regular types of «  pierced  » steamers, the 
Cuicui makes it possible to generate a tasty broth 
inside of the container, full of the aromas of the 
different ingredients and added spices. The result : 
unmatched tenderness and lightness of poultry, fish 
or just vegetables, revealing unsuspected flavours 
and nutrients…


Baking dish function  
The container goes in the traditional oven to cook all 
kinds of cakes or crown shaped breads. You can also 
use the lid for stewing.


Presentation function 
Bring several stacked Cuicuis directly to the table to 
then arrange for meals to share.

In practice

Lid inspiration 
The lid takes up an ancestral culinary practice of the 
14th century of France’s Languedoc region : its slightly 
bent upwards edges create a small shallow gap that 
can be filled with water to regulate the cooking 
following the « daubière provençale » tradition. The 
refractory clay will transmit to the water the heat that it 
stores, which will increase the temperature inside the 
container. The internal heat remains uniform and 
homogeneous.

This volume of water on the lid’s shallow gap also 
makes it possible to cook some delicate foods outside 
the pot, directly on the lid.

For better cooking temperature control, the central 
handle shaped as a chimney allows steam to be 
released during cooking if necessary, or at the end of 
the cooking cycle.

History

Inspiration of the container 
This cooking style is inspired by ancient models of 
steamers that have been used in the Chinese province 
of Yunnan for centuries. Restaurants in this region have 
even created specific «  bain-marie cookers  » : metal 
counter tops fitted with pits the size of the steamers 
which are placed individually or stacked, the whole unit 
placed over a water tank.

Just as it possible to stack these pots, the Cuicuis can 
stack on top of one another to prepare different meals 
at the same time.
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